
Settings

Setting Description Option Limitation Update Implications Update Code Update Rule

Title The title of the course - Templated with variables (order, labelcodes) Regex If the template changes then the titles of the courses need to be regenerated according to the
variables x

Visual Code The visual code of the course - Templated with variables (order, labelcodes) Regex If the template changes then the visual codes need to be regenerated according to the variables x
Category / Labels One or more labels for a course x If the labels change the titles and the visual codes need to be regenerated x
Teacher The main teacher of the course (visible in course list) x
Language The language of the course x If the language changes the generated course section names should be regenerated x
Visibility The course visibility in the student's course list If the visibility changes some people will not see their course anymore
Course Access Who can enter the course (closed = only teachers, open = registered users) x If the access changes some people will not have access to the course anymore
Maximum number of group members The maximum amount of users per group Min / Max If the maximum number lowers then some groups will have more members then allowed x
External Website Name A visual name for an external website of the course
External Website URL A url for an external website of the course Regex
Layout The layout of the tools list x
Tool Shortcut A toolbar with shortcuts to the course tools
Menu A menu with shortcuts to the course tools x
Breadcrumb A visual name for the breadcrumbs of the course x
Allow Feedback Allows the posting of feedback If turned off, existing feedback will still exists and conflict with the setting x
Introduction Allowed (for each tool) Allows the publishing of introduction texts If turned off, existing introduction texts will still exists and conflict with the setting x
Show course code Shows the visual course code in the course list
Show course manager name Shows the name of the course manager in the course list
Show course language Shows the course language in the course list
Active (for each tool) Activates a tool for the course (non activated courses are not visible) Can remove tools that are frequently used
Visibility (for each tool) Sets a tool visible for the course users (not visible tools are still visible for the course managers) Can disable tools that are frequently used

Rights

Right Description Inherit Extra Actor Target
Direct Subscribe The user can subscribe himself to a course at any given moment x User (variable) /

Teacher Direct Subscribe The course manager can subscribe a user / group to a course at any given moment Course Manager
(fixed)

User/group
(variable)

Request Subscribe The user must file a request for course access. (Teacher accept) x The teacher must accept or deny the request User/Group
(variable) /

Teacher Request Subscribe The course manager must file a request for course access for a given user / group. (Admin accept) The admin must accept or deny the request Course Manager
(fixed)

User/group
(variable)

Code Subscribe The user can subscribe himself with a given secret key x User/Group
(variable) /

Direct unsubscribe The user can unsubscribe himself from a course at any given moment x User/Group
(variable) /

Teacher unsubscribe The teacher can unsubscribe a user from a course at any given moment Course Manager
(fixed)

User/group
(variable)

Create Course The user can create a course from this type at any given moment User/Group
(variable) /

Request Course The user can request a course from this type at any given moment (Admin accept) The admin must accept or deny the request User/Group
(variable) /

Publish From Repository The user can publish to this course from the repository x User/Group
(variable) /

Course Types Options


